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and lower hound, on the configurational integral for hard parallel squares and cllbes are obtained.
arc valid over tlw entire density
and
to infinite (thermodynamic) systems. Both
form at high density.
bound and the lower bOclllcl
is correct Jor these systems in tIle thermodynamic

limit.

I. INTRODUCTION
N 1902 Gibbs
out that all of the thermo
dynamic properties of a system can be derived
from the corresponding partition function. It is under
standable that since then much effort has been ex
pended in trying to calculate partition functions for
various systems of interest.
In the classical case the partition function is a prod
uct of two terms, the momentum integral and the
The momentum integral can
configurational
generally be
analytically. The configurational
integral, on the other hand, is incredibly complicated
for two- or three-dimensional systems. For even the
simplest" realistic" force
hard-core
an
exact evaluation of the configurational integral
pears out of the question. A part of this
carries through even to the simplest possible
of a continuum
the so-calledl "lattice gas." For
a two-dimensional hard-core lattice gas with nearest
neighbor attractions, Onsager was able to evaluate the
configurational sum (the lattice analog of the "V"U"'~L'
rational integral) at half the close-packed density.
evalua tion for even this simple two-dimensional model
required some unusually sophisticated mathematics;
the three-dimensional nearest-neighbor lattice-gas
lem has defied exact treatment.
In view of the
lack of exact results on
configurational
for two- and three-dimensional
the
continuum systems, it is worthwhile to
simpler problem of bounding such integrals.
discovered how to calculate both upper and

I

* This work was performed under the auspices of the C S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
1 T. L Hill, Statistical kleclzanics (McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1956), Chap. 7.

bounds on the conftgurational
for hard paral
upper bound,2
lel squares and cubes. Unlike a
these new bounds are valid for infinite systems and
span the entire density range. Our method of attack
is to bound the integrals for two- and three-dimensional
systems in terms of integrals for one-dimensional sys
tems. A pleasing feature of the bounds that result is
that both the upper bound and the lower bound ap
proach the free-volume form at high density.
II. MODEL
We limit our explicit treatment to the two-dimen
sional system, hard
squares. The generalization
to three dimensions
cubes) should be
obvious enough. We
the results for cubes.
hard parallel squares
Consider a system of N (
of unit side length, confined to a rigid box of side
length v and volume V(
. Indicating the pair sum
of all the interparticle potential-energy functions by
<P, we write the configurational integral QN in the fol
lowing form

lY!QN=

::01-( f dX,dy}~iPlkT= fe~<l!lkTdrN.

(1)

Boltzmann's constant and the absolute temperature
Because (p/kT
are indicated by k and
takes on only the two
zero and infinity, for
hard parallel squares, QN is temperature-independent.
The potential energy of the wall forces is taken into
accOlmt in the integration limits. Each of the particle
coordina tes in the set {Xi, yd r" lies between ~ and
(v-~).
~

W. G. Hoover,

J.

Chem. Phys. 40, 937 (1964).
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excess entropy for this finite-system upper bound is
also plotted (steeper of the light lines) in Fig. 1.
In the following sections we obtain upper and lower
bounds on QN which are valid over the entire density
range.
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FIG. L Excess entropy for the various bounds discussed in the
text ior ha.rd
The low-c'ensity vidal
of the exct'2.S
Eq. (2) J shown as a series
dots.
The heavy lines represent bounds [from
, and (13) ]
whleb are valid even ill the tbermodvnamic
bound
derived
for finite svstems
Ref.
is shown as
steeper
of the two
curveS'. The
bound
for infinite systems, comes from Ee"

At low density the configurational integral can be
expanded as a power series in the number density
p(=NjV).
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17827 p6
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64 800

(2)

This series 3 converges reasonably well for densities up
to half of close packing. The configl'rational excess
entropy4 according to (2) is plotted (dotted line) in
Fig. 1. This excess entropy is defined by the equation,
(3)

The excess entropy is always negative for repulsive po
tenticLls and approaches minus infinity close packing.
At high density the only rigorous results concerning
QN are for finite systems.2.5 For hard parallel squares,
(1it has been shown2 that QN is pro
with
portional to [( V-1Z)
and that the proportionality
constant is independent of p and less than e2N • The

The obvious way to obtain an upper bound on the
configurational integral, QN, is to delete some part of
the nonnegative potential-energy function <P before
carrying out the integration. Any such deletion pro
duces an upper bound by including in the bounding
of particles over
integral configurations in which
lap. \Ve find three different upper bounds on QN in
this section, and each of them exploits the idea of
including not only all configurations which contribute
to the configurational integral (those for which <P is
zero), but also some configurations in vvhich particles
overlap.
It is convenient to divide the system into a square
"checkerboard" grid of V cells, such that each cell has
unit volume. This choice of cells makes mUltiple occu
pancy of any cell impossible, so that any configuration
contributing to QN will have exactly lY of the V cells
occupied.
To express distributions of particles in the cells in a
quantitative way, we define the occupation numbers
IWi), with Wi equal to zero if the ith cell is unoccupied,
and equal to one if the ith cell is occupied. For any
acceptable configuration the sum of the wi's must be lV,
because each of the N particles must lie in one and
only one celL There are exactly V!jCN!CV-N)!J dif
ferent sets of Wi which contribute to QN. We use the
abbreviation W to stand for a typical set. For each W
we have a corresponding integral QN( w), obtained by
constraining Particle 1 to the first occupied cell, Par
ticle 2 to the second, and so on. Notice that this
particular ordering of the particles is only one of 1'{!
different possibilities (each of which would give the
same integral). We choose only one ordering, rather
than all IV! possible orderings, in order to take in to
account the factor (N:)~l which appears in QN. In
terms of the restricted integrals, QN has the following
form:

=

LQN(W)

L jcil>lkTdrN

'"
[jth particle in the jth occupied cellJ.

3 The series. comes from the viria! series given in W. G. Hoover
and A. G. De Rocco, J. Chem. Phys. 36,3141
4 The excess entropy we consider here is
to an idea! gas
at the same number density. The excess entropy in Ref. 3 is relative
to an ideal gas at the same pressw'e and is therefore la.rger than the
excess entropy in the present paper by Nk In (PV/NkT).
fi Z. W. Salsburg and W. W. Wood, J. Chem. Phys. 37, 798
(1962) .

Each of the restricted integrals QN(W) is less than
or equal to 1. (This is because each of the N particles
is restricted to a cell of unit volume for a particular
choice of w.) We get our first upper bound by ignoring
all interactions between particles in neighboring cells,

CON FIG U RAT ION A LIN T E G R A L FOR S QUA RES AND CUB E S

and using the bound QN(W) < 1 for all w. Inserting this
inequality into (4) gives the result:
l(V-N)

(5)

This bound is a special case of some general inequalities
relating lattice and continuum partition functions. 6
We can improve upon the bound (5) quite a bit. If
it were not for the possibility of second-nearest-neigh
bor interactions (interactions along the diagonals of the
checkerboard grid), we could factor the two-dimensional
integral QN(W) into two one-dimensional integrals,
qx(w)Xqy(w). Because the second-nearest-neighbor in
teractions are present we have instead the relation,
(6)
Now observe that the sum of the one-dimensional q's,
summed over all w, is strictly less than the configura
tional integraF for N hard rods of unit side length
confined to a line of length V:

Lqx(w) = Lqy(w) < (V-lr)NINL

(7)

can see, has the correct asymptotic form near close
packing.
IV. LOWER BOUND
N ow we turn to the determination of a lower bound
for QN. We get such a bound by including in the bound
only a part of the configurations which contribute to
QN; other configurations are left out.
Again, in order to account for the factor of (N
in QN, we begin by ordering the particles. Let us indi
ca te the coordinates of the N ( == n2) particles by a
double set of indices, i and j (with l<i, j<n). To
order the particles we first partition them into n col
umns, requiring that the following inequalities be satis
fied for all j:

l<i, i'<1't.

for

"-

on

(lOa)

The second subscript indicates the column ill which
Particle ij lies. Within each column we use the first
subscript to order the y coordinates:

l<i<n.

for
using appropriate "screw" boundary conditions
we could obtain an equality rather than the inequality
(7).J As before, notice that each of the qr(W) and
qy (w) lies between zero and one. Using this fact to
gether with (5) and (6) produces a second bound
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(lOb)

There are exactly N! possible (and equivalent) order
ings of the kind represented by (10) so that, arbitrarily
choosing this one, (10), we can write QN as a restricted
integral:

1) -lfe-'l!ikTdr N =

J

e-ipikTdrN,

(11)

(to)

At low density, (8) is the best bound we obtain. For
densities greater than p=O.73106[=el(1+e)J, vve im
prove this bound, as follows:

QN< Lqx(w)qy(w) <[Lqx(w) ][Lqy(w)]
w

where the restrictions on the integration variables are
indicated by the (10) next to the integral sign. ~ow
we observe that if we strengthen the inequalities some
what:

{:\'iJ+ 1< Xi' .i+l}

'"

(9)

Notice that to obtain this bound we have included
many configurations which don't really exist by sum
ming up the x and y integrals before forming the prod
uct. One might therefore expect that the bound could
be improved by finding the maximum term of the
form qx(w)qy(w). It turns out that this maximum term
has exactly the same value, at high density, as does
the sum of all terms, squared, which we used in (9).
The excess entropies from the bounds (5), (8), and
(9) are all shown in Fig. 1. Notice that the bound (5)
exceeds the bound (8) at all densities. The bound (9)
becomes better as the density increases, and, as we

for

1< i, if < n,

(12a)

for

l<i<n,

(12b)

no overlaps of the particles can occur, so that each of
the configurations which satisfies the restrictions (12)
contributes to QN. We are guaranteed by (12a) that
particles in adjacent columns cannot overlap (in the
X direction» and by (12b) that particles in the same
column cannot overlap (in the y direction). The inte
gral corresponding to the restrictions (12) can be evalu
ated, and this gives us a lower bound on QN:

f

(12)

drN=j
(J2a)

dXNf dyN
(!2b)

[(v-n)N (n!) "IN 1J[ (v-n) "In IJ"= (v_n)2lv IN!.
W. G. Hoover, B. J. Alder, and F. H. Ree, J. Chern. Phys.
41,3528 (1964).
7 K. F. Herzfeld and :\1. G. Mayer, J. Chem. Phys. 2. 38
(1934); also see L. Tonks, Phys. Rev. 50, 955 (1936). Tonks'
paper presents a plallsibility argument for the free-vol lIme equa
tion of state for spheres and disks.
&

-~

(13)

The excess entropy for this lower bound is also shown
in Fig. 1.
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V. DISCUSSION
A glance at Fig. 1 shows that our knowledge of the
absolute entropy is imprecise, with an uncertainty of
order ±lVk at some densities. Near close packing, how
ever, the excess entropy approaches minus infinity,
and the finite uncertainty becomes a negligible frac
tion of the entropy. The chief result of this paper is
that:
The entropy for systems of hard parallel squares and
wbes, in Ihe thermodynamic limit, approaches the
free-volume form at high density, [S- S(fv) J/ S=
[0(1) J/ln(1- p).

To establish this result we expand the bounds (9)
and (13) in terms of the high-density parameter
0'( =p-l-1) :
2 lllO'+ 1- 2 ln2 - to'+i\0'2- ... < In (QN ) liN
<21nO'+2.

(14)

For cubes, the bounds analogous to (9) and (13) are
the following:

(VL Ni)3N/N!<QN< (V -lV)3N/ ur!)3;

(15)
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hard spheres and disks 8 ,lo all have this limiting form
at high density. In view of this, it is very reassuring
and significant that this same form is exact in a case
which can be worked out rigorously.
It is interesting to see that all of the simple theories,
as well as the machine results give an expansion of the
form

If such an expansion exists in the thermodynamic limit,
as seems likely, then our result would also imply the
free-volume form of the equation of state at high den
sity:

Although we cannot prove that this expansion exists
it is still worthwhile to point out that the upper and
lower bounds for QN, derived for cubes and squares,
when differentiated to obtain the pressure, give results
which bound the high-density equations of state for
hard spheres and disks. ll
We expect to discuss the high-density entropy and
equation of state for both spheres and disks in detail
in forthcoming papers.1°

or, in terms of 0',
3 lllO'+ 1-3 ln3-0'+is-O'L ... <In(QN) liN <3 lllO'+3.

(16)
Thus, we see that in D dimensions, In(QN)lIN ap
proaches the ubiquitous free-volume form, D lnO'+O(l).
This same form has turned up in almost every ap
proximate treatment of the high-density partition func
tion for hard-core models. In addition to the work
cited in Refs. 2 and 5, various cell models,s 'Wood's
solution of Kirkwood's free-volume integral equation
for hard spheres,9 and the machine calcubtions for
8 B. J. Alder, W. G. Hoover, and T. E. Wainwright, Phys. Rev.
Letters 11,241 (1963).
9 W. W. Wood, J. Chern. Phys. 23,1334 (1952).
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